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Abstract: The study reviewed 550 poems written by Li Shangyin, who was a famous Chinese poet of the late Tang Dynasty. It is found that Red
appears 56 times and can be catalogued by three groups of literature function. The first group is the original consciousness, the second group is the
corresponding relations, and the last is as a Décadent symbol. This paper explores a special function of red 紅, with relevant typical symbols in Li
Shangyin’s poems and possible suggestive influence to later Chinese literati literature.
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燭etc.) 4 times, 寒 and 冷 (cold, disappointed, fear) 6 times，

Introduction

斷 (broken) 7 times, 淚 (tear) 3 times，死 (death, impassable;

Red, the most popular warm colour in Chinese folk customs,

the image example is a stagnant pool of water,

eg: 十番紅桐

symbolizes happiness, joy, and good fortune. However, based

一行死) 5 times, 散and離 (separated) 4 times, 危 (dangerous,

solely on this understanding, some of the phenomena in Chinese

frightening) 2 times, and as 啼 and 悲 (mournful, sad, to cry)

literature and their accompanying sentiment would be difficult to

6 times.

grasp. This essay explores a special function of red 紅,with

1925). Red, as the most beautiful colour in Chinese customs,

relevant typical symbols in Li Shangyin’s (813-858) poems and

describes various pretty plants, womanhood, and presents the

possible suggestive influence to later Chinese literati literature.

wonderful images of a red candle (紅燭), a red chamber (紅樓),

Obliteration of beauty is the greatest tragedy (Lu

This research explores 550 poems written by Li Shangyin

and the lotus tear (紅淚). The destruction or disillusionment of

from Complete Tang Poems (1960). Red appears 56 times and

red images touches the reader’s soul, heart, and mood quietly yet

can be catalogued by three groups of literature function. The first

deeply.

group is the original consciousness, the second group is the

Some images with splendorous red colour but not

corresponding relations, and the last is as a Décadent symbol.

necessarily with the character 紅 were created in Li Shangyi’s

The original consciousness appears 14 times and reflects the

poems, such as setting sun (夕陽)， dying sun (殘陽) , peony

basic meaning or symbol of red in Chinese literature; that of red

colour stairs (丹梯), and the light of a candle (蠟照). These

colour,

images are symbolic of décadent Red, convey a sentiment of

joy,

warmth,

and

sometimes

femininity.

The

corresponding relations of red appears 20 times referring to the

melancholy, or serve as a foil to the décadence.

function that corresponds to other colours, such as green. The

known imagery of this type is of the ‘setting sun (夕陽)’ created

first two functions of red are intuitive and will not be the main

in Li Shangyin’s poem Climbing Le You Yuan. During Li’s life,

discussion of this research. The Décadent symbol function of red

the Tang dynasty went to the late stage, experiencing great

appears 22 times, accounting for nearly 40% of the poems with

political instability. Li registered his concerns and dissatisfaction

the紅character, and will be analyzed in this research denoted as

not only by using allusions (Yu, 1990) but also by creating new

‘décadent red’.

symbols.

Décadent red describes a style of aesthetics,

which is ‘elegies on the brilliant fading past’ (Jiang 2016).

The best

The last sentence is very striking: the beauty of the setting

Late Tang Dynasty poems have a historical heaviness, and

sun is incomparable, however muses that the gloomy dusk is

give a particularly penetrating power to the magnificence of the

approaching (夕陽無限好，祇是近黃昏). Many readers regard

previous Tang Dynasty, recollecting the aristocratic past. Red, as

this line of writing as introspective, attributing it to his personal

a décadent symbol in these 22 poems, often appears in either an

life, and his declining state of health. It also more generally

elegant decayed scene or within the characters’ sentimental

relates to the declining of a great age, and human condition -

ambience. It takes the form of 殘 (damaged, incomplete; the

reflecting on one’s life in old age, as death approaches. The

images examples are waning autumn days殘秋, dying candle 殘

incomparable image functions as a foil to set off the ‘degradation
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and decline’, and helps to provoke a strong sense of ‘helpless

several times. All previous names are intuitively related to the

desperation’ (Luo and Ye, 2011) in the reader.

plots, but readers and scholars rarely discuss the actual

There are a multitude of reasons behind this melancholic

connotations of ‘Red Chamber’. However, in considering the

sentiment. Li’s life was filled with career setbacks and his talent

Décadent symbol, the name would be easy to understand and

was underappreciated in the society. Tang dynasty was a glorious

appreciate. One could even better translate the name to ‘Dream

age with political, economic, and cultural achievements and was

of the Splendid Mansion’, or more directly, ‘Dreams, Beauty and

one of China’s greatest eras. However, it’s eventual fall due to

the Disillusionment’.

the aforementioned political turmoil and factional fighting was

The mood of Chinese ancient poetry is criticized by

foreseeable. The symbolism of a beautiful period of time and the

Western readers due to the sentimental feelings conveyed and

ability to look back nostalgically whilst identifying that the close

the generally grey background colour (Qian 1978). Professor

of this great dynasty was approaching is a powerful tool used,

Qian Zhongshu accepted these comments and pointed out that

bringing together the ‘personal, social, and natural’ (Wu 1998,

this matches aesthetic appreciation of traditional Chinese literati

188). When compared to Western décadent writing, such as that

and some Western poems (1978, 43-44). Red, and likewise, a

of Baudelaire, a similar view of the sun and its transient

flamboyant background or images, play a significant role in

properties as a symbol for life (Baudelaire 1853, 189) can be

subconsciously influencing Chinese literati’s aesthetic value.

seen. This conjured imagery reflects that directly of Li. The

The law of ‘unity of opposition’ applies to the aesthetic value

‘nostalgic raptures’ and the ‘memories of opium’ that Baudelaire

between Chinese folk customs and literati appreciation.

speaks of are also seen in Li’s poems (Wu 1998, 188). Similar as
it is to Baudelaire’s poems, Li eliminates the ‘rhetoric and

--------------------------------------------------------------------

ornament’ elements (Wu 1998, 188) normally associated with
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